
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Voice control’s implications for accessibility and e-commerce
•• Changing video consumption habits affecting brand targeting
•• Personal device viewing lets brands target the individual

The way people use technology is changing. They increasingly see the
smartphone as their primary device, and this influences how they interact with
digital services. Younger people in particular are comfortable shopping and
banking on their smartphones, though there is still some reticence from older
generations to use smartphones in this way. Meanwhile, the success of
dedicated hardware for voice-controlled digital assistants has made voice a
viable interface of the future. As ownership of voice-controlled smart speakers
and connected home equipment increases, there will be opportunities for
brands to position their services in this new modality.
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“The trend towards
smartphone-first consumers is
continuing. More people than
ever say the smartphone is the
most important device to
them, but despite this there
are many who stick to
computers to manage money
and shop online. Meanwhile,
voice control has emerged as
an exciting new platform for
digital engagement that has
the potential to appeal to
wide range of users.”
– Andrew Moss, Consumer
Technology Analyst
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2012-September 2018

• 5G: A new generation of mobile data
• Rising familiarity with voice control
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in the home
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• Apple Watch Series 4 provides key smartphone functions

• Smartphone ownership remains on top
• Wearables and smart speakers offer new ways to engage
• Android dominance on smartphones reflects wide device

choice
• Chromebook remains on the edge of widespread adoption
• Google Home chipping away at the Echo’s dominance
• Laptop remains the device of choice for transactional

activities
• Music the leading use for voice commands
• People are sticking with simple voice functions

• Smartphone ownership remains on top
• Laptops and tablets converging towards the same niche

Figure 5: Personal device ownership, October 2018
• Older generations embracing connectivity

Figure 6: Smartphone ownership, by gender and generation,
October 2018
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Figure 7: Laptop ownership, by gender and generation,
October 2018

• Wearables and smart speakers offer new ways to engage
• Smart voice-controlled speakers break free from early

adopters
• Smartwatches expected to return to growth
• Priced-out of new technologies

• Android dominance on smartphones reflects wide device
choice
Figure 8: Operating system on smartphone, October 2018

• Chromebook remains on the edge of widespread adoption
Figure 9: Type of desktop or laptop computer owned,
October 2018

• A third tablet option available for consumers
Figure 10: Operating system on tablet computer, October
2018

• Google Home chipping away at the Echo’s dominance
Figure 11: Type of smart voice-controlled speaker owned,
October 2018

• Phone OS driving technology choices
Figure 12: Link between smartphone operating system and
choice of voice-controlled smart speaker, October 2018

• Laptop remains the device of choice for transactional
activities
Figure 13: Activities performed on computers, smartphones,
and tablets, October 2018

• Mobile money management
• Manufacturers reassure users with biometrics

Figure 14: Online shopping activity on devices, by generation,
October 2018

• Smartphones a viable tool for video streaming
• Personal device viewing lets brands target the individual

Figure 15: Video consumption habits on devices, by
generation, October 2018

• Music the leading use for voice commands
• People are sticking with simple functions
• Interest in controlling the connected home contrasts current

usage
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DEVICE HABITS

VOICE CONTROL
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• Limited voice control on other devices
Figure 16: Voice control activities performed and interest in
voice control activities amongst owners of voice-controlled
smart speakers, October 2018
Figure 17: Voice control activities performed and interest in
voice control activities amongst non-owners of voice-
controlled smart speakers, October 2018

• Jump in smartphone importance
Figure 18: Combinations of smartphone, tablet, and computer
(laptop or desktop) ownership, October 2018

• Tablets fall out of favour as other devices close in
Figure 19: Devices people would miss the most, 2016-18
Figure 20: Devices people would miss the most, by
demographics, October 2018

• Acceptability of current cellular internet speeds may reflect
low expectations

• Confusing smartphone functions
• Usage management and digital health
• Smartphones convenient for many tasks, but some usability

issues persist …
• … and computers remain a popular option as a result

Figure 21: Smartphone behaviours, October 2018
Figure 22: Computer and smartphone behaviours, October
2018

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

DEVICE PREFERENCES

MOBILE-FIRST AND COMPUTER-FIRST BEHAVIOURS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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